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Elite Keylogger Mac 1.3.036 Improves Emailed Logs and Adds AutoUpdates
Published on 07/22/14
Plano based security software firm, WideStep Security Software today announces Elite
Keylogger for Mac 1.3.036, an update to the leading Mac keystroke recorder software. Elite
Keylogger for Mac allows invisible recording of most keystrokes, email, chats and websites
visited, along with screen captures. Version 1.3.036 brings automatic update notification
and enhanced logs sent via email. Users will be automatically notified when the program is
unhidden.
Plano, Texas - WideStep Security Software is proud to announce the release of Elite
Keylogger for Mac version 1.3.036 today. Elite Keylogger for Mac is a leading invisible
and undetectable keystroke recording app. The new version brings automatic update
notifications to the Mac keystroke recording software. Now users will not have to check
the Elite Keylogger website for updates, but instead will be automatically notified when
the program is unhidden. Users that receive logs via email will also receive a
notification by email. This means users will always be uptodate with the latest in
keystroke recording technology.
In addition, the update also brings significant improvements to the logs that are sent by
email. The emailed logs are now presented in HTML format and contain all recorded
information, in chronological order. The logs now contain not just keystrokes but chat
logs, web activity and clipboard logs as well.
About Elite Keylogger:
Elite Keylogger for Mac has a Free and PRO version. The Free version is not invisible and
its logs do not include chat conversations and passwords. The PRO version operates
invisibly in the background and is completely undetectable as it records passwords, chats,
email, websites visited, and words typed. It is compatible with 64bit Macs running Mac OS
10.6.8 or higher.
Elite Keylogger is the brainchild of WideStep Security Software, a security software firm
based in Plano, Texas. For more information visit them online. The new release is a free
update to all users of Elite Keylogger PRO for Mac.
Widestep Security Software:
http://www.widestep.com
Elite Keylogger for Mac 1.3.036:
http://www.widestep.com/elite-keylogger-mac
Download Elite Keylogger:
http://www.widestep.com/files/mac/ek-setup-mac.dmg?request=ekmac
Purchase:
http://www.widestep.com/elite-keystroke-recorder-pricing
Screenshot:
http://www.widestep.com/images/screenshots/mac/ek-mac-main.png
Application Icon:
http://widestep-keyloggers.com/files/images/ek-mac-icon-32.gif
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Founded in 2005, Widestep Security Software, offers a variety of security software which
ranges from the keystroke recorders to a rich featured surveillance utilities. Widestep
Security Software provides surveillance tools for personal and corporate needs. Copyright
(C) 2014 Widestep Security Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and Mac OS
X platforms are trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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